Protein secretion systems that mediate interbacterial competition secret a wide repertoire of antibacterial toxins. A major player in these competitions is the newly discovered bacterial type VI secretion system (T6SS). We recently found that a subset of polymorphic MIX-effectors, which are a widespread class of effectors secreted by T6SSs, are horizontally shared between marine bacteria and are used to diversify their T6SS effector repertoires, thus enhancing their environmental fitness. In this commentary, I expand on the ideas that were introduced in the previous report, and further speculate on the possible mobility of other MIX-effectors. In addition, I discuss the possible role of horizontal gene transfer in the dissemination of MIX-effectors through bacterial genomes, as well as its possible role in diversifying the T6SS effector repertoire.
Introduction
The type VI secretion system (T6SS) is a contactdependent protein delivery apparatus that is found in many Gram-negative bacteria. 1 The data that have accumulated over the past few years point to interbacterial competition as being a major role of this secretion system. 2, 3 The interbacterial toxicity is mediated by proteins called effectors which are delivered by the T6SS into the competing bacterium, where they exert their toxic effects. 4 Notably, bacteria are immune against self-intoxication because they encode cognate immunity proteins that inactivate their T6SS effectors. These effector/immunity (E/I) pairs are encoded together as bicistronic units. 3, 5 Several families of T6SS effectors with antibacterial activities have been described, and can be divided into groups based on their activities. 4 We previously identified a widespread class of polymorphic T6SS effectors that share an N-terminal domain we named MIX (Marker for type sIX effectors) and variable C-terminal toxin domains. 6 MIX domains are grouped into 5 distinct clans based on their sequences and named MIX I-V. In a recent report, we characterized the 2 T6SSs found in the marine pathogen Vibrio alginolyticus 12G01. 7 We determined that both T6SSs mediate bacterial-killing and are differentially regulated by environmental conditions. T6SS1 was active in low salt concentrations at 30 C, whereas T6SS2 was active in high salt concentrations at both 30 C and 37 C. In addition, we used comparative proteomics and genetics to identify the E/I repertoires of both T6SSs. We found that T6SS1 delivers at least 4 effectors with antibacterial toxic activities into competing bacteria, of which 3 belong to the MIX-effector class. Whereas one of the MIX-effectors was encoded as part of the T6SS1 gene cluster, the other 2, Va16152 and Va02265, were "orphan" effectors encoded in bicistronic E/I cassettes outside of the T6SS1 gene cluster.
Previously, we 8 and others 9 observed that T6SSs can not only mediate inter-species competition, but also intra-species competition, suggesting that the E/I repertoire differs between isolates of the same bacterial species. This was later elegantly demonstrated by Unterweger et al. who sequenced several V. cholerae isolates and found variable T6SS E/I repertoires. 10 These observations prompted us to ask whether the E/ I repertoire of the MIX-secreting T6SS1 in V. alginolyticus 12G01 is the same in other isolates. We found that the bicistronic cassettes encoding 3 of the 4 E/I pairs, including the MIX-effector encoded within the T6SS gene cluster and the "orphan" MIX-effector Va16152, were found in all available genomic sequences of V. alginolyticus isolates, suggesting that these 3 effectors are the "core repertoire" of the V. alginolyticus T6SS1. However, the "orphan" cassette encoding the MIX-effector Va02265 was not found in any of the other V. alginolyticus isolates, suggesting that this bicistronic cassette was a recent acquisition by the 12G01 isolate.
So where did this "orphan" E/I cassette come from? The answer to this question became apparent once we focused on the identity of the MIX-domain found in this effector. Va02265 has a MIX domain that belongs to the MIX V clan. 6, 7 When we examined the identities of all other members of the MIX V clan, we realized that all of them (except for one) were encoded as "orphan" effectors, that they were only found in the genomes of bacteria that occupy marine habitats, and that many of them neighbor transposable elements such as transposases or integrases. Moreover, homologous MIX V E/I cassettes are found in various bacterial species, but in a different synteny in each bacterium. We thus concluded that effectors that belong to the MIX V clan are mobile toxins that can be shared between marine bacteria via horizontal gene transfer and used to diversify their T6SS effector repertoires. We hypothesized that if that were the case, bacterial cells that acquire a new mobile MIX V E/I cassette can utilize the new effector and deliver it via the T6SS. These 'evolved' cells would have a competitive advantage as they can now intoxicate their parental kin cells using the new MIX V effector, because the parental kin cells did not acquire the cognate immunity gene and, therefore, cannot protect themselves in such a self-intoxication event. Indeed, we showed that a bacterium expressing a MIX-secreting T6SS, that acquired a new MIX V E/I cassette can use it to enhance its own fitness by gaining T6SS-mediated advantage over its parental kin during competition.
Possible mechanisms for horizontal gene transfer of MIX-effectors
How can these mobile MIX V E/I cassettes move to new bacterial genomes? One possibility is by being transferred into a new bacterium via a conjugative plasmid. This seems to be the case for the MIX V E/I cassette found in Aliivibrio salmonicida. 7 This MIX V E/I cassette resides in a conjugative plasmid flanked by transposases, and indeed it appears to have been duplicated into the bacterial chromosome.
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Another possibility is a direct result of the bactericidal activity of the T6SS itself (Fig. 1) . This possibility is based on a recent observation by Borgeaud et al., who found that the T6SS in V. cholerae is co-regulated with the DNA uptake machinery. They further demonstrated that after the prey cell dies and releases its DNA to the environment, the V. cholerae attacker can take up the released DNA and incorporate it into its own genome. 12 Therefore, we propose that other marine bacteria can also take up DNA released by dead prey cells after they launched a T6SS-mediated attack. If the released DNA harbored a mobile MIX V E/I cassette, this cassette can incorporate itself into the attacker's chromosome, thereby diversifying its T6SS effector repertoire and enhancing its fitness. Acquisition of a new MIX V E/I pair with antibacterial toxic activities would thus provide competitive advantage to the cell against its neighboring parental kin who do not possess immunity against the newly acquired effector. If this is the case, the cell that acquired the new MIX V E/I pair can take over the population. Thus, it is plausible that acquisition of new MIX V E/I pairs drives bacterial evolution.
MIX V-effectors only found in marine bacteria
It is puzzling why these mobile MIX V E/I cassettes are only found in the genomes of marine bacteria. One possibility is that marine bacteria that harbor these mobile cassettes only interact with each other, as they share the same aquatic habitat, thus non-marine bacteria are not often exposed to them and are not likely to acquire these cassettes. However, this seems unlikely as MIX V E/I cassettes are common in Vibrios, many of which are pathogens of terrestrial animals. Therefore, these Vibrios often encounter non-marine bacteria during animal infections and could have passed them their mobile MIX V E/I cassettes. Another, more likely possibility is that mobile MIX V E/I cassettes are being transferred into the genomes of non-marine bacteria, yet there is no evolutionary pressure that drives their persistence in the population as they do not confer any selective advantage, perhaps because T6SSs of non-marine bacteria lack a feature (that maybe is unique to T6SSs found in MIX-secreting marine bacteria) that is required to utilize these MIX V effectors in bacterial competition.
Mobility of other MIX-effector clans
Whereas genes encoding MIX V effectors are mostly "orphan" and neighbor transposable elements, they are not the only clan of MIX-effectors that present these features. Previously, we found that many members of the MIX III clan neighbor transposable elements. 6 Moreover, examples of "orphan" MIX E/I cassettes can be found in all other MIX clans, such as the V. alginolyticus MIX IV E/I cassette encoding Va16152/Va16147. 7 Hence, it is possible that members of other MIX-effector clans, which are "orphan" (and thus not genetically linked to a specific T6SS), can be transferred between bacterial genomes. As we showed previously that a given T6SS can deliver members of various MIX clans, 6,7 acquisition of new MIX E/I cassettes that do not belong to the MIX V clan should provide enhanced fitness as well.
In addition, we previously observed another type of MIX-effector mobility, as we reported that MIX-effectors of clans II, III, and IV which are part of T6SS gene cluster can be duplicated into other regions of the genome as "orphan" E/I cassettes. 6 Presumably, these duplication events can give rise to new toxins as they accumulate mutations and evolve. MIX effectors that are part of a T6SS gene cluster may also be transferred between bacterial genomes together with the T6SS itself, as many T6SS clusters are flanked by transposable elements.
Do transposable elements play a role in the polymorphism of the MIX-effectors toxin domains?
Polymorphic antibacterial toxins are found as secreted protein substrates of various protein secretion systems. 13 Two recently characterized examples are the polymorphic toxins of the contact-dependent growth inhibition system (CDI) 14 and members of the Rearrangement hotspot (Rhs) toxin class. 15 CDI and Rhs toxins are modular proteins with polymorphic C-terminal toxin domains. MIX-effectors are also modular proteins containing an N-terminal MIX domain and polymorphic C-terminal toxin domains. 6 We have noticed that homologous toxin domains are found in multiple classes of toxins. For example, a MIX V effector from V. proteolyticus contains a C-terminal CNF1 domain which is homologous to both the C-terminal Figure 1 . Mobile MIX V-effectors can drive population dynamics and evolution. 1) A parental bacterial cell (blue) harbors a T6SS and antibacterial E/I pairs. 2) When encountering a kin cell, it can activate its T6SS and deliver antibacterial effectors.
3) The recipient kin cell survives the attack as it encodes and expresses the immunity proteins against its own (and its kin's) effectors. 4) A foreign bacterium (orange) that encodes a mobile MIX V E/I pair comes in contact with the parental cell, which attacks it using its T6SS. Antibacterial effectors are delivered into the "foreign intruder" cell. 5) The "foreign intruder" cell dies and lyses as a result of the antibacterial activities of the delivered T6SS effectors, as it does not encode the cognate immunity proteins. 6) The lysed cell releases its DNA containing a mobile MIX V E/I cassette, which can be taken up by the attacker. 7) The mobile MIX V E/I cassette from the DNA of the lysed cell is incorporated into the attacker's genome, and this "evolved" cell (yellow) now expresses the new MIX V E/I pair. 8) The "evolved" cell attacks its neighboring parental kin using the T6SS and delivers the newly acquired antibacterial MIX V effector into the recipient parental kin. 9) The recipient parental kin cell dies as a result of this attack as it does not encode an immunity protein against the new MIX V effector delivered by its "evolved" neighbor. 10) The "evolved" cell containing the new MIX V E/I cassette, which now has competitive advantage over its parental kin, propagates and takes over the bacterial population.
CNF1 domain found in Rhs effectors and the C-terminus of VopC, an effector of the type III secretion system from V. parahaemolyticus. 16 Strikingly, the same V. proteolyticus strain encodes a homologous MIX V effector which harbors a different C-terminal domain (Fig. 2) . Thus, it appears that the C-terminal toxin domains are swappable between different classes of toxins, and it is therefore compelling to consider a role for toxin mobility in the evolution of these modular proteins.
Conclusion
In our recent study, we found a subset of MIX-effectors that belong to the MIX V clan, which are mobile and shared between marine bacteria. These mobile MIX-effectors diversify T6SS toxin repertoires and enhance fitness. Thus, this phenomenon could be a driving force for the evolution of these bacteria and the rise of pathogenic isolates, as the population dynamics would change once a cell acquired a new MIX E/I pair that provided it with a competitive advantage against its parental kin. It remains to be determined whether horizontal gene transfer is used as a spreading mechanism for members of other MIXeffector clans or other T6SS effector classes as well.
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